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What is RADAR?
R esearch
A rchive
D igital
A sset
R epository
Institutional repository for Oxford Brookes
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Repositories
“A digital repository is a managed, 
persistent way of making research, learning 
and teaching content with continuing value 
discoverable and accessible”.
JISC
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/topics/digitalrep
ositories.aspx (accessed Nov 2012)
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Repositories
• Structured data
• Themed
• Links to associated resources
• Subject or institutional
Examples: 
jorum.ac.uk, podcasts.oxford.ac.uk
www.merlot.org
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What is RADAR? Brookes research
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What is RADAR? Teaching resources
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What is RADAR? Archive Brookes photos
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What is RADAR? Cartoons
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What is RADAR? Moodle help materials
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What is RADAR? Taster materials
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The Teaching collection
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What’s in the Teaching Collection?
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What’s NOT in the Teaching Collection?
• Administrative documents such as 
minutes of meetings
• Work in progress requiring very 
frequent changes (collaborative software 
like wikis is more appropriate)
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The old way – upload one by one
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RADAR – upload once and create links
demo
RADAR – more information
RADAR webpage
www.brookes.ac.uk/go/radar
RADAR project team
email radar@brookes.ac.uk
